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William Whewell FRS FGS FRSE (/ˈhjuːəl/ HEW-əl; 24 May 1794 – 6 March 1866) was an English polymath,
scientist, Anglican priest, philosopher, theologian, and historian of science. He was Master at Trinity
College, Cambridge. In his time as a student there, he achieved distinction in both poetry and mathematics.

The breadth of Whewell's endeavours is his most remarkable feature. In a time of increasing specialization,
Whewell belonged in an earlier era when natural philosophers investigated widely. He published work in
mechanics, physics, geology, astronomy, and economics, while also composing poetry, writing a
Bridgewater Treatise, translating the works of Goethe, and writing sermons and theological tracts. In
mathematics, Whewell introduced what is now called the Whewell equation, defining the shape of a curve
without reference to an arbitrarily chosen coordinate system. He also organized thousands of volunteers
internationally to study ocean tides, in what is now considered one of the first citizen science projects. He
received the Royal Medal for this work in 1837.[1]

One of Whewell's greatest gifts to science was his word-smithing. He corresponded with many in his field
and helped them come up with neologisms for their discoveries. Whewell coined, among other terms,
scientist,[2] physicist, linguistics, consilience, catastrophism, uniformitarianism, and astigmatism;[3] he
suggested to Michael Faraday the terms electrode, ion, dielectric, anode, and cathode.[4][5]

Whewell died in Cambridge in 1866 as a result of a fall from his horse.

Early life, education and marriages [ edit ]

Whewell was born in Lancaster, the son of John Whewell and his wife, Elizabeth Bennison.[6] His father
was a master carpenter, and wished him to follow his trade, but William's success in mathematics at
Lancaster Royal Grammar School and Heversham grammar school won him an exhibition (a type of
scholarship) at Trinity College, Cambridge in 1812. He was the eldest of seven children having three
brothers and three sisters born after him. Two brothers died as infants; the third died in 1812. Two of his
sisters married; he corresponded with them in his career as a student and then a professor. His mother
died in 1807, when Whewell was 13 years old. His father died in 1816, the year Whewell received his
bachelor degree at Trinity College, but before his most significant professional accomplishments.[7]

Whewell married, firstly, in 1841, Cordelia Marshall, daughter of John Marshall. Within days of his marriage,
Whewell was recommended to be master of Trinity College in Cambridge, following Christopher
Wordsworth. Cordelia died in 1855. In 1858 he married again, to Everina Frances (née Ellis), widow of Sir
Gilbert Affleck, 5th Baronet who had died in 1854.[8] He had no children.

Career [ edit ]

In 1814 he was awarded the Chancellor's Gold Medal for poetry.[9] He was Second Wrangler in 1816,
President of the Cambridge Union Society in 1817, became fellow and tutor of his college.

He was professor of mineralogy from 1828 to 1832 and Knightbridge Professor of Philosophy (then called "moral theology and casuistical divinity") from
1838 to 1855.[10][11] During the years as professor of philosophy, in 1841, Whewell succeeded Christopher Wordsworth as master.

Whewell influenced the syllabus of the Mathematical Tripos at Cambridge, which undergraduates studied. He was a proponent of 'mixed mathematics':
applied mathematics, descriptive geometry and mathematical physics, in contrast with pure mathematics. Under Whewell, analytic topics such as
elliptical integrals were replaced by physical studies of electricity, heat and magnetism. He believed an intuitive geometrical understanding of
mathematics, based on Euclid and Newton, was most appropriate.[12]

Death and legacy [ edit ]

Whewell died in Cambridge in 1866 as a result of a fall from his horse.[13] He was buried in the chapel of Trinity College, Cambridge, whilst his wives are
buried together in the Mill Road Cemetery, Cambridge. A window dedicated to Lady Affleck, his second wife, was installed in her memory in the chancel
of All Saints' Church, Cambridge and made by Morris & Co.

A list of his writings was prepared after his death by Isaac Todhunter in two volumes, the first being an index of the names of persons with whom Whewell
corresponded.[14][15] Another book was published five years later, as a biography of Whewell's life interspersed with his letters to his father, his sisters,
and other correspondence, written and compiled by his niece by marriage, Janet Mary Douglas, called Mrs Stair Douglas on the book's title page.[7]

These books are available online in their entirety as part of the Internet Archive.

Endeavours [ edit ]

History and development of science [ edit ]

In 1826 and 1828, Whewell was engaged with George Airy in conducting experiments in Dolcoath mine in
Cornwall, in order to determine the density of the earth. Their united labours were unsuccessful, and Whewell
did little more in the way of experimental science. He was the author, however, of an Essay on Mineralogical
Classification, published in 1828, and carried out extensive work on the tides.[16][11]

When Whewell started his work on tides, there was a theory explaining the forces causing the tides, based on
the work of Newton, Bernoulli, and Laplace. But this explained the forces, not how tides actually propagated in
oceans bounded by continents. There was a series of tidal observations for a few ports, such as London and
Liverpool, which allowed tide tables to be produced for these ports. However the methods used to create such
tables, and in some cases the observations, were closely guarded trade secrets. John Lubbock, a former student
of Whewell's, had analysed the available historic data (covering up to 25 years) for several ports to allow tables
to be generated on a theoretical basis, publishing the methodology.[17][18] This work was supported by Francis
Beaufort, Hydrographer of the Navy, and contributed to the publication of the Admiralty Tide Tables starting in
1833.[19]

Whewell built on Lubbock's work to develop an understanding of tidal patterns around the world that could be
used to generate predictions for many locations without the need for long series of tidal observations at each
port. This required extensive new observations, initially obtained through an informal network, and later through
formal projects enabled by Beaufort at the Admiralty. In the first of these, in June 1834, every Coast Guard
station in the United Kingdom recorded the tides every fifteen minutes for two weeks.[20]: 169–173  The second, in
June 1835, was an international collaboration, involving Admiralty Surveyors, other Royal Navy and British observers, as well as those from the United
States, France, Spain, Portugal, Belgium, Denmark, Norway, and the Netherlands. Islands, such as the Channel Islands, were particularly interesting,
adding important detail of the progress of the tides through the ocean. The Admiralty also provided the resources for data analysis, and J.F. Dessiou, an
expert calculator on the Admiralty staff, was in charge of the calculations. [20]: 175–182 

Whewell made extensive use of graphical methods, and these became not just ways of displaying results, but
tools in the analysis of data.[20]: 182  He published a number of maps showing cotidal lines (a term coined by
Lubbock) – lines joining points where high tide occurred at the same time. These allowed a graphical
representation of the progression of tidal waves through the ocean. From this, Whewell predicted that there
should be a place where there was no tidal rise or fall in the southern part of the North Sea.[21] Such a "no-tide
zone" is now called an amphidromic point. In 1840, the naval surveyor William Hewett confirmed Whewell's
prediction. This involved anchoring his ship, HMS Fairy, and taking repeated soundings at the same location with
lead and line, precautions being needed to allow for irregularities in the sea bed, and the effects of tidal flow. The
data showed a rise of no more than 1 foot (0.30 m).[22][23] He was also an accomplished artist of geological
landscapes and his pencil drawing of the Wren's Nest, Dudley was printed in Roderick Murchison's 'Siluria'.

Whewell published about 20 papers over a period of 20 years on his tidal researches. This was his major
scientific achievement, and was an important source for his understanding of the process of scientific enquiry,
the subject of one of his major works Philosophy of the Inductive Sciences.

His best-known works are two voluminous books that attempt to systematize the development of the
sciences, History of the Inductive Sciences (1837) and The Philosophy of the Inductive Sciences,
Founded Upon Their History (1840, 1847, 1858–60). While the History traced how each branch of the
sciences had evolved since antiquity, Whewell viewed the Philosophy as the "Moral" of the previous
work as it sought to extract a universal theory of knowledge through history.

In the latter, he attempted to follow Francis Bacon's plan for discovery. He examined ideas
("explication of conceptions") and by the "colligation of facts" endeavored to unite these ideas with
the facts and so construct science.[11] This colligation is an "act of thought", a mental operation
consisting of bringing together a number of empirical facts by "superinducing" upon them a
conception which unites the facts and renders them capable of being expressed in general laws.[24]

Whewell refers to as an example Kepler and the discovery of the elliptical orbit: the orbit's points were
colligated by the conception of the ellipse, not by the discovery of new facts. These conceptions are not "innate" (as in Kant), but being the fruits of the
"progress of scientific thought (history) are unfolded in clearness and distinctness".[25]

Whewell's three steps of induction [ edit ]

Whewell analyzed inductive reasoning into three steps:

The selection of the (fundamental) idea, such as space, number, cause, or likeness (resemblance);
The formation of the conception, or more special modification of those ideas, as a circle, a uniform force, etc.; and,
The determination of magnitudes.[11]

Upon these follow special methods of induction applicable to quantity: the method of curves, the method of means, the method of least squares and the
method of residues, and special methods depending on resemblance (to which the transition is made through the law of continuity), such as the method
of gradation and the method of natural classification.[11] In Philosophy of the Inductive Sciences Whewell was the first to use the term "consilience" to
discuss the unification of knowledge between the different branches of learning.

Opponent of English empiricism [ edit ]

Here, as in his ethical doctrine, Whewell was moved by opposition to contemporary English empiricism. Following Immanuel Kant, he asserted against
John Stuart Mill the a priori nature of necessary truth, and by his rules for the construction of conceptions he dispensed with the inductive methods of
Mill.[11] Yet, according to Laura J. Snyder, "surprisingly, the received view of Whewell's methodology in the 20th century has tended to describe him as an
anti-inductivist in the Popperian mold, that is it is claimed that Whewell endorses a 'conjectures and refutations' view of scientific discovery. Whewell
explicitly rejects the hypothetico-deductive claim that hypotheses discovered by non-rational guesswork can be confirmed by consequentialist testing.
Whewell explained that new hypotheses are 'collected from the facts' (Philosophy of Inductive Sciences, 1849, 17)".[26] In sum, the scientific discovery is
a partly empirical and partly rational process; the "discovery of the conceptions is neither guesswork nor merely a matter of observations", we infer more
than we see.[27]

Whewell's neologisms [ edit ]

One of Whewell's greatest gifts to science was his wordsmithing. He often corresponded with many in his field and helped them come up with new terms
for their discoveries. In fact, Whewell came up with the term scientist itself in 1833, and it was first published in Whewell's anonymous 1834 review of
Mary Somerville's On the Connexion of the Physical Sciences published in the Quarterly Review.[28] (They had previously been known as "natural
philosophers" or "men of science").

Work in college administration [ edit ]

Whewell was prominent not only in scientific research and philosophy but also in university and college
administration. His first work, An Elementary Treatise on Mechanics (1819), cooperated with those of George
Peacock and John Herschel in reforming the Cambridge method of mathematical teaching. His work and
publications also helped influence the recognition of the moral and natural sciences as an integral part of the
Cambridge curriculum.[11]

In general, however, especially in later years, he opposed reform: he defended the tutorial system, and in a
controversy with Connop Thirlwall (1834), opposed the admission of Dissenters; he upheld the clerical fellowship
system, the privileged class of "fellow-commoners", and the authority of heads of colleges in university affairs.[11]

He opposed the appointment of the University Commission (1850) and wrote two pamphlets (Remarks) against
the reform of the university (1855). He stood against the scheme of entrusting elections to the members of the
senate and instead, advocated the use of college funds and the subvention of scientific and professorial work.[11]

He was elected Master of Trinity College, Cambridge in 1841, and retained that position until his death in 1866.

The Whewell Professorship of International Law and the Whewell Scholarships were established through the
provisions of his will.[29][30]

Whewell's interests in architecture [ edit ]

Aside from Science, Whewell was also interested in the history of architecture throughout his life. He is best known for his writings on Gothic architecture,
specifically his book, Architectural Notes on German Churches (first published in 1830). In this work, Whewell established a strict nomenclature for
German Gothic churches and came up with a theory of stylistic development. His work is associated with the "scientific trend" of architectural writers,
along with Thomas Rickman and Robert Willis.

He paid from his own resources for the construction of two new courts of rooms at Trinity College, Cambridge, built in a Gothic style. The two courts were
completed in 1860 and (posthumously) in 1868, and are now collectively named Whewell's Court (in the singular).

Whewell's works in philosophy and morals [ edit ]

Between 1835 and 1861 Whewell produced various works on the philosophy of morals and politics, the chief of which,
Elements of Morality, including Polity, was published in 1845. The peculiarity of this work—written from what is known
as the intuitional point of view—is its fivefold division of the springs of action and of their objects, of the primary and
universal rights of man (personal security, property, contract, family rights, and government), and of the cardinal virtues
(benevolence, justice, truth, purity and order).[11]

Among Whewell's other works—too numerous to mention—were popular writings such as:

the third Bridgewater Treatise, Astronomy and General Physics considered with reference to Natural Theology
(1833),
the two volumes treatise The Philosophy of the Inductive Sciences: Founded Upon Their History (1840),[31][32]

the essay Of the Plurality of Worlds (1853), in which he argued against the probability of life on other planets,
the Platonic Dialogues for English Readers (1850–1861),
the Lectures on the History of Moral Philosophy in England (1852),
the essay, Of a Liberal Education in General, with particular reference to the Leading Studies of the University of Cambridge (1845),
the important edition and abridged translation of Hugo Grotius, De jure belli ac pacis (1853),[33] and
the edition of the Mathematical Works of Isaac Barrow (1860).[34][11]

Whewell was one of the Cambridge dons whom Charles Darwin met during his education there, and when Darwin returned from the Beagle voyage he
was directly influenced by Whewell, who persuaded Darwin to become secretary of the Geological Society of London. The title pages of On the Origin of
Species open with a quotation from Whewell's Bridgewater Treatise about science founded on a natural theology of a creator establishing laws:[35]

But with regard to the material world, we can at least go so far as this—we can perceive that events are brought about not by insulated
interpositions of Divine power, exerted in each particular case, but by the establishment of general laws.

Though Darwin used the concepts of Whewell as he made and tested his hypotheses regarding the theory of evolution, Whewell did not support Darwin's
theory itself.

“Whewell also famously opposed the idea of evolution. First he published a new book, Indications of the Creator, 1845, composed of extracts from his
earlier works to counteract the popular anonymous evolutionary work Vestiges of the Natural History of Creation. Later Whewell opposed Darwin's
theories of evolution.”[36]

Works by Whewell [ edit ]
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Honors and recognitions [ edit ]

Foreign Honorary Member of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences (1847)[38]

The debating society at Lancaster Royal Grammar School is named the Whewell Society in honor of Whewell being an Old Lancastrian.
The crater Whewell on the Moon
The Gothic buildings known as Whewell's Court in Trinity College, Cambridge
The Whewell Mineral Gallery in the Sedgwick Museum of Earth Sciences, Cambridge[39]

The mineral whewellite

In fiction [ edit ]

In the 1857 novel Barchester Towers Charlotte Stanhope uses the topic of the theological arguments, concerning the possibility of intelligent life on other
planets, between Whewell and David Brewster in an attempt to start up a conversation between her impecunious brother and the wealthy young widow
Eleanor Bold.[40]

See also [ edit ]

Catastrophism
Uniformitarianism
Earl of Bridgewater for other Bridgewater Treatise
Law of three stages for Whewell's opposition to Auguste Comte's positivism
Michael Faraday
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The Dilettanti Society, after Joshua
Reynolds. On the left of the composition is
(1) Constantine, second Lord Mulgrave; (2)
Henry Dundas, afterwards Lord Dundas;
(3) the Earl of Seaforth; (4) the Hon.
Charles Greville; (5) Mr. John Charles
Crowe; (6) Mr. Banks afterwards Sir Joseph
Banks; and (7) Lord Carmarthen,
afterwards fifth Duke of Leeds; he has a
long stick in his left hand[6]

 

Bourchier Wray by George Knapton[7]

The Dilettanti Society, after Joshua Reynolds. On the left of the
composition is (1) Sir Watkin Williams Wynn, (2) Mr. John
Taylor, (3) Mr. Stephen Payne-Gallwey, (4) Sir William
Hamilton, (5) Mr. Richard Thompson, (6) Mr. Spencer
Stanhope, and (7) Mr. John Lewin Smyth of Heath[1]

 

Sir Joseph Banks, painting by Sir Joshua
Reynolds, the mezzotint was by William
Dickinson (1746–1823).

The Society of Dilettanti (founded 1734) is a British society of noblemen and scholars that sponsored the study of ancient Greek and Roman art, and the creation of new

work in the style.

Though the exact date is unknown, the Society is believed to have been established as a gentlemen's club in 1734
[2] by a group of people who had been on the Grand Tour. Records of the earliest meeting of the society were

written somewhat informally on loose pieces of paper. The first entry in the first minute book of the society is

dated 5 April 1736.[3]

In 1743, Horace Walpole condemned its affectations and described it as "... a club, for which the nominal

qualification is having been in Italy, and the real one, being drunk: the two chiefs are Lord Middlesex and Sir

Francis Dashwood, who were seldom sober the whole time they were in Italy."[4]

The group, initially led by Francis Dashwood, contained several dukes and was later joined by Joshua Reynolds,

David Garrick, Uvedale Price, and Richard Payne Knight, among others. It was closely associated with Brooks's,

one of London's most exclusive gentlemen's clubs. The society quickly became wealthy, through a system in

which members made contributions to various funds to support building schemes and archaeological expeditions.

The first artist associated with the group was George Knapton.

The Society of Dilettanti aimed to correct and purify the public taste of the country; from the 1740s, it began to

support Italian opera. A few years before Joshua Reynolds became a member, the group worked towards the

objective of forming a public academy, and from the 1750s, it was the prime mover in establishing the Royal Academy of Arts. In 1775, the club had accumulated enough

money towards a scholarship fund for the purpose of supporting a student's travel to Rome and Greece, or for archaeological expeditions such as that of Richard Chandler,

William Pars, and Nicholas Revett, the results of which they published in Ionian Antiquities, a major influence on neoclassicism in Britain.

Among the publications published at the expense of the society was The bronzes of Siris (London, 1836) by Danish archaeologist Peter Oluf Bronsted.[5]

The society has 60 members, elected by secret ballot. An induction ceremony is held at Brooks's, an exclusive London gentleman's club. It makes annual donations to the

British Schools in Rome and Athens, and a separate fund set up in 1984 provides financial assistance for visits to classical sites and museums.

Notable members

Thomas Anson (founder member)

Right Honourable Sir Joseph Banks

George Beaumont

Rev. Clayton Mordaunt Cracherode

Anthony Morris Storer, Esq.[8]

Charles Crowle, Esq.

Henry Dawkins of Standlynch Hall, Wiltshire

Francis Dashwood, 11th Baron le Despencer (founder member)

Lord Dundas

Sir Henry Englefield

Stephen Payne-Gallwey, Esq.

David Garrick

Major General Claude Martin

Sir James Gray, 2nd Baronet (founder member)

Sir George Gray, 3rd Baronet (founder member)

The Honourable Charles Francis Greville

Sir William Hamilton (diplomat)

Thomas Hope

Philip Metcalfe (from 1786)

Richard Payne Knight (from 1781)

Duke of Leeds

Constantin John Lord Murlgrave

Uvedale Price

Sir Joshua Reynolds (from 1766)

Lord Seaforth

John Spencer, 1st Earl Spencer

Spencer Stanhope, Esq.

Sir John Taylor, 1st Baronet

Richard Thompson, Esq.

Sir Anthony R. Wagner, Garter Principal King of Arms

William Wilkins

Sir Watkin Williams-Wynn, 4th Baronet

Charles Williams-Wynn (the elder)

Sir Charles Williams-Wynn (the younger)

Charles Towneley, antiquary and collector
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「科学（science）」という語の源は、ラテン語の“scientia” です。それは「知識」とい
う意味です。今私たちが普通「科学」という場合の「自然科学」という特定の意味は
ありません。断片的でなく、ある程度整った知識の集まりは、分野にかかわらずみん
な“scientia” なのです。英語の“science” にもこの意味は残っています（例えば「社会科
学」は“social science”）。言い換えれば、元来“science” には理系・文系の区別はなかっ
たということです。
　そして“science” という言葉はあっても、「科学者（“scientist ”）」という言葉はあり
ませんでした。「科学者」という言葉はいつどこで誰が作ったのか？　それはハッキ
リわかっています。それは、イギリスのウィリアム・ヒューエル（Wiliam Whewell）と
いう学者が、1833年に作りました。ちょうどその頃、“science” という言葉の中にも、
自然を専門的に研究し、新しいことを発見したり発明したりして、国や人類の進歩に
役立つ専門的学問というような、私たちに馴染みのある「科学」という意味が生じて
きました。 Minima Aesthetica 3 

「高校生のための美学入門 2016」から抜粋



…ついでにこの哲学（philosophy）という言葉についても確認しておきましょう。これ
は古代ギリシア語の“philosophia” に由来します。“philo-” とは「愛する」という動詞に
由来する要素で、“sophia” は知識を意味する名詞です。つまり“philosophia” とは「知
ることを愛する」という意味です。どういうことかというと、「知る」こと、知識が
何かの役に立つから重要というのではなく、知ることそれ自体が面白い、好きだとい
うこと、それが哲学です

Minima Aesthetica 3 
「高校生のための美学入門 2016」から抜粋



…科学はまもなく終わるかもしれず、哲学も終わるかもしれませんが、芸術や神話
は、そう簡単には終わりません。より正確に言えば、おそらくは人間が存在する限
り、科学も哲学も完全に終わることはなく、科学は芸術の中で生き続け、哲学は神話
の中で生き続けることでしょう。

Minima Aesthetica 3 
「高校生のための美学入門 2016」から抜粋
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